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SOREN GRAU

Painting each artwork to convey both personal meaning and ambiguity,
Soren Grau’s artwork is to be interpreted differently by each person. Grau
works in two radically different styles: Neo-Expressionism and Suprematism.
For his Neo-Expressionist work, Grau cites Jackson Pollock, Jean-Michel
Basquiat and Clyfford Still as inspirations in both style and attitude.
With both cultural icons and world events
often acting as inspiration, he strives to
communicate meaning through both figures and colors. “I have done my
research, made my study, and then I can turn off my mind and paint.”
Said Grau, speaking about his neo-expressionist works, “I know what I
have set out to do but the details that come out in the canvas are an
obscured vision of the subject…it’s something you set out to do with love
or with hatred.”
The pure pleasure of creating is the driving force behind his painting. He
believes that art need not be complicated and that art is for everyone.
Originating from Denmark, Grau currently lives in Los Angeles, California. His experience in graphic
design informs his compositions and methodology. However, Grau considers himself an anti-conformist
and does not find digital creative work fulfilling.
“Whatever an artist does, they put a piece of their soul into
the artwork,” explains Grau. “In that way you can show who
you really are. You can make yourself individual by creating
something unique that is a part of you but that can also be a
part of those who see it and experience it.”
Soren Grau’s artworks have been collected by international
companies, including Red Bull, HBO, Toyota, and FX, as well
as by private art lovers.

Recent Exhibitions
2019

Rural Urbanism, Los Angeles
Affordable Art Fair, New York, NY
Artspace Warehouse, Los Angeles, CA
Affordable Art Fair, Hong Kong

Artspace Warehouse is one of the world's leading galleries for savvy contemporary art collectors. With galleries in Zurich and
Los Angeles, Artspace Warehouse specializes in guilt-free international urban, figurative, pop, graffiti and abstract art.
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2017

Art Palm Springs Fine Art Fair, CA
Affordable Art Fair, Hong Kong
Affordable Art Fair, New York, NY
Artspace Warehouse Los Angeles, CA
Affordable Art Fair, New York, NY
Artspace Warehouse Los Angeles, CA

Notable Collections
Red Bull
Toyota
Fox
Chris Regan, Emmy Award Winning Writer
Peter Dodd, Film Director
Jennifer Keller, Keller/Anderle LLP
Robert Downey Jr., Actor
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